Documentation meeting 2020/25/08

Attendance
Herbert
Jennifer
Daniel
Rainbow
Monica
Uthpala
Julie
Kaveesha
Uthpala
Saurabh

Goals
1. updating wiki with two resources to gather all openmrs related sufficient information
2. Getting updates from Zach Elmer about documentation team
3. Updating wiki page with new rest api documentation without duplicating the old information
4. IA for documentation spaces and resources
5. @Ayesh to update us about the on going board of developing rest api documentation and its progress

Agenda

GSOD updates
Mentors are reaching out to the technical writers to kick off the bonding phase
The REST API survey is being finalized and will be launched soon
The New Developer survey is getting more responses

Reviewing the trello board
Herbert has reviewed and updated the Trello board and moved cards into the correct list
We currently have seven under up next section
4 under work in progress
Wiki - Yellow (5)
REST API - Yellow (2), unsure
FHIR API - Red (2), unsure
Volunteer Guides - Red (2), Yellow (1), unsure
Developer Guide Audut - Green (1) Yellow (2) unsure (1)

About the style guide

• Grace requested a